Press Release

Work-In-Arts: The international art market’s new job board is
now online!
Berlin, June 1, 2016
Work-In-Arts, ARTBUTLER’s latest addition, strives to become the European
art market’s leading new job board. The art management solutions provider
fills a market niche by making the search for new jobs and staff as simple
and inexpensive as possible –providing all services on one single platform.
So far, it hasn’t been easy for those searching for suitable staff or jobs in the art industry.
“Until now, there was no central platform for art related job offers, and large job boards aren’t
relevant to the art market”, says Dirk Herzer, ARTBULTER’s manager. Work-In-Arts aims to fill this
gap. Following the slogan “find, connect, commence”, seeking and filling vacancies becomes an easy
task for both parties.
For Herzer, the advantages of this new platform are obvious: in only a few minutes, galleries and
artists can set up their job searches and benefit from the option of a professional candidate
management. With its international focus and integration of social media, Work-In-Arts is designed to
target a large audience. Applicants may also benefit from Work-In-Arts’ search function as they are
now able to look for specific places or job types – an option missing from other relevant sites.
Besides offering the opportunity of seeking jobs and applying to positions without signing up, WorkIn-Arts’ free registration offers a number of additional features. By creating individual job alerts, users
are informed of new job offers via email. To avoid uploading their CV for every application, users may
save their resume on Work-In-Arts.
„We offer our clients services designed to make their daily lives easier. Work-In-Arts is one of those
services“, says Herzer. As an established and qualified contact person for artists, Herzer continually
received inquiries for suitable candidates. Providing a clearly structured and user-friendly job board
was the next logical step. Work-In-Arts does not, however, see itself as a competition for other job
boards tailored to the art market: WIA’s focus lies on the European job market and it provides
additional tools and services.

Find out more about Work-In-Arts:
https://www.facebook.com/workinarts/
http://work-in-arts.com
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